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Happy NewYear!

EDITORIAL

H3PPY days
Matt Sommers tells a tale of two 1950' s
St. Louis ejiners, and the memories they
. left behind:

Is incremental grCuling afair evaluation of
students' acacademic performance?

FEATURES
Scott Lamar says Brad Pitt is a hit in 'Legends of the Fall' in his biweekly movie
review.

SPORTS
UM-St. Louis soccer teams receive conference, regional and national awards.
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M-St. Louis baseball player charged with assault
by Rob Goedeker
and Jeremy Rutherford
of The Current staff
UM-St. Louis police have charged
a Rivennan baseball player with the
assault of baseball coach Jim Brady on
Nov. 24 in the Mark Twain Building.
Rik Work, 21, was on campus
helping teammates replace the turf from
the baseball field, located at the north
side of the Mark Twain Building. Work
was exercising before he and Brady
met at the track, on the lower level of
the building, police say.
Lt. Bob Roeseler, director of Safety
Operations at ' UNI-St. Louis, said a
verbal confrontation erupted between
Brady and Work. Police said Work

then slruck
the coach numerous umes. later released on bond.
\
"According to thecoach, he thought
Bob Malon, a security guard for the
that [Work] was acting real crazy," Mark Twain Building, was completing
Roeseler said. "The coach was trying his shift when the incident occurred.
to calm thingsdown,and
"It was about 3
shortly after the verbal
o 'clock in the afternoon,
confrontation occurred,
towards the end of my
the student jumped on
shift," Malon said.
. him and hit him a couple
"Someone asked me to
of times. That's the last
call the police. All I rething the coach rememmember is that coach
bers."
Brady had a bloody
Work was taken into
face."
. custody by the UM-St.
Malon ' said Work
Rik Work
Louis Police Departmen t
remained in the building
and later released, pending warrants after theincident, waiting for the arrival
being issued. After warrants were is- of the police.
sued, Work was arrested and charged
"(Work) told a few people where
with second-degree assault. He was he would be, and that the police could

find him there," Malon said.
Brady remained in the hospital
through the Thanksgiving holiday,
while recovering from several injuries.
"He had some contusions and
abrasions," Roeseler said. "And I think
there was a degree of a concussion, but
I Don 't know the extent of that injury."
Work was allowed to complete the
final two weeks of the fall semester,
despite his then pending assault charges.
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, vice
chancellor of Student Affairs, said students are able to attend school, in such
cases, until a hearing is conducted. But,
MacLean would only comment on
University ·policy and not the specifics
of the case.
"People charged with a violation of

George, 55, dies of cancer

The waiting game

by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

see Coach, page 4

Mr. Rickey George

Jim Brady

Hutchinson says Maclean doesn't
plan to enforce recommendations
by Beth Robinson
associate news editor

Rickey George, dean of the School
of Education, died of cancer Tuesday at
his home in Des Peres. He had been
with the University for 28 years and
was appointed dean last September.
Mr. George, 55, served as interim
dean of the School for two years prior to
being named dean. He was responsible
for the School receiving recognition
from the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education last March.
"It's a terrific accomplishment,"
Mr. George said in i1)sue 791 of The
Curren!. "The recognition shows that

see Dean, page 4

the Student Conduct Code are entitled
to a hearing," MacLean said. "And
they are entitled to attend school until
the hearing is held."
MacLean also said cases that involve violation of the Student Conduct
Code are closed hearings.
Work was a promising catcher at
UM-St. Louis, after attending the
University of Indianapolis after playing two years of baseball at Illinois
Chicago. He was a three-sport athlete
(football, basketball, baseball) at Affton
High School in St. Louis.
Jeff Kuchno, sports infonnation
director at UM-St. Louis, said Work
would have been a backup catcher to

The battle over the "Sexy Legs
II" sign continues.
The Student Court made recommendations to both the Senate Student Affairs Committee (S SAC) a.nd
theSigmaPi fraternity ata hearing in
December. One oftherecommendations made by the Student Court was
for the fraternity to apologize to
Tonya Hutchinson , the student who
made the complaint.
The oilier r~ om mendations
made to SSAC, include:

• That Sigma Pi shall not lose
recognition as a student organization.
• That Sigma Pi shall not be
placed on probation of any kind.
The SSAC, directed by Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Lowe
"Sandy" MacLean , has not enforced
the recommendations made by the
Student Court
"The whole situation is still under review," MacLean said.
Hutchinson, who planned to
protest in front of Woods Hall before

see Sign, page 4

Student draws petition to fight incremental grading
by Clint Zweifel
managing editor
One UM-St. Louis student is frustrated with the University's recently
implemented incremental grading system and has written a petition to fight
the way the system has been implemented.
The UM-St. Louis Senate passed
Incremental grading (plus/minus
grading) in April 1993. The system
went into effect during fall semester
1994.

photo : Mon ica Senecal

Grading averages are as follows:

Students were w armly greeted by the University's ' Cashiers
Offic e last week. Thursday, about 30 students lined up to pay
their winter sem
tuitron.

·A=4.0, A-= 3.7
·B+-:= 3.3, B= 3.0, B-= 2.7
·C+= 2.3, C= 2.0, C-= 1.7
'D+= l.3, D= l.0, D-= 0.7

·F=O

Aleta Saena, a senior accounting
major who introduced the petition, said
she has no problem with the idea of
incremental grading itself, but she said
the University is not implementing the
system properly. Saena said the
implementation of the system lacks the
consistency needed to give students a
fair evaluation of their academic perfonnance. Forexample, she said one of
her professors used the ~'Ystem for
grades of a C minus or above while
another uses the system for all grades
of a B or below. Other professors, she
said, completely ignore the system.
"r think it was unfair the way the
teachers implemen ted incremental
grading," she said. "There are too many

inconsistencies."
In a petition dated Dec. 5, 1994,
Saena outlines three inconsistencies
she says plague incremental grading.
She said the system should only be
used for freshmen or transfer students,
and that all professors should be forced
to used the system and implement it in
the same fashion. She has sent the
petition, containing 20 signatures, to
the Student Affairs Office and to the
Dean of the Business School Robert
Nauss. Saenasaid she will continue the
petition drive winter semester.
Sharon Levin, chairperson of the
Economics department., said the inconsistency Saena cites is actually
much-needed flexibility for the professor. Levin said professors should not

have a particular grading system forced
upon them if they are uncomfortable
using it.
"Depending on the type of class, an
inslructor might not feel comfortable
giving pluses and minuses," she said.
"The faculty have to decide what grade
they are comfortable giving."
Levin said professors who use incremental grading are better organized
in their evaluation of students' work.
She said the system forces professors
to justify and explain grades given to
students.
'They have to make a finer distinction," Levin said. "You have to be able
to justify and explain why one student

see Grade, page 4

WMU's ' Campaign for Excellence' Board of Curators approves
new president, review plan

Donations fro
supporters. make
project possible

by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor
UM-St. Louis-based KWMU 90.7
FM radio has 3IlIlOOflced its plan for a
$600,(}()O eq u~pllilent replacement
project, called "Campaign for Excelle:oce."
Members of the KWMU staff, National Public Radio (NPR) President
Delano Le.w is and UM-St. Louis
Chancellor Blanche Touhill attended
kick-off luncheon, Nov. 29.
Patricia Wente, the station's general
manager, said as St. Louis' only NPR
affiliate, the station phms to replace
aged equlpmen,t and upgrade its technology in the next five years.
"This is an importan t campaign for
the station," which is licensed to the
University of Missouri Board ofCurators, Wen te said.
"Much of our equipment is 20 yean;
old and in critical need of replacement," she said. "We are fortunate to
have the strong support of the University of Missouri-St. Louis and National

UM-St. Louis-based KWMU 90.7 plans to raise $600,000 to replace the station's aged equipment.
ChanceUor Blanche Tou hill (left), Delano Lewis and Patricia Wente celebrate at a luncheon on Nov. 29.

Public Radio for this major campaign
that will help KWMU become a stateof-the~art broadcast facility."

Thefrrstconoibutorstothe"Campai!:,'l1 for Excellence" were acknowledged at the luncheon. Hellrn uth, Obal:a

and Kassabaum (HOK) will redesign

see KWMU, page 4

.The University of Missouri Board
ofCurators has elected Adam Fischer
as its president for a one-year term.
Fischer, 52, replaces] ames McHugh.
Fischer, an attorney and businessmanfrom Sedalia, was appointed
to the nine-member board in 1993 by
Mo. Governor Mel Carnahan. He
rose to the position of vice president
in 1994.
"We are fortunate to have Adam 's
leadership ... ," McHugh said. "The
board congratulates him and looks
forward to working with him in the
year ahead."
Fischer earned bachelor's and law
degrees from ·St. Louis University.
His credentials include: graduating
third in his law school class, teaching
at Central Iv1issouri State University
in Warrensburg, serving as an assistant professor in the law enforcement
department. He also served as a special instructor in crimina.l law at the
Missouri State Highway Patrol
Academy in Rolla.
Fischer said he appreciates the

confidence of the Board.
"As a result of the leadership of
the 1994 Board of Curators and their
predecessors,I believe the University
has continued to grow and improve
both academically and financially ,"
Fischer said.
Fischer said he believes it is incumbent upon the Board to continue
the pursuit of academic excellence.
"His my intention to support and
provide leadership to the philosopy
of 'solving our own problems' by
promoting reform and efficiency with
available resources," Fischer said. "I
look forward to working with the
Board, with (University of Missourisystem) President George Russell
and with his administration."
The Board approved a resolution introduced by McHugh, calling
for the Board to reaffirm the
University's five-year financiil plan
and to set a timetable for systemwide program review.
The resolution called for the
president and chancellors to report
on the process they will use to

see Curators, page 4
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The Current Classified Order Form
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HELP WANTED

For Sale / Help Wanted / Personals
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CLASSIFICATION

STUI)E~TS

r;:;:;::::-:;::::---------------------,I
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I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
~========================~~~I
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If You Have The Time,
We Have The
$ MONEY $

Certified lifeguards needed for day,
evening, and weekend hours at the
UM-St. Louis swimming pool. Pay is
$5.00 per hour. Apply at Rae Sports
Office, 203 Mark Twain, 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday - Friday. 553-5236.
Elektra Records is seeking a
college rep for the st. Louis area.
Those interested must have a
passion for alternative music, and be
creative. diligent, and responsible.
Receive college credit, while you
learn the music business and work
with bands in all aspects of
marketing and promotion. Full
reimbursement of expenses. Call
Pete Rosenblum at (212) 275-2500.
GET INVOLVED!! Tired of just
reading the news? Be a part of the
excitement and join The Current.
Learn career skills while having fun
at the same time. Call Man for more
information at 553-5183.

FOR RENT
MID-SEMESTER RENT BONUS on
1 Br apartments. One month free
rent plus $20.00 discount on monthly
rent. Only $260 .00/month. Located
very close to Metro link, ten minutes
to campus. Call now. 521-5551.
----

-

FQRSALE
Schwinn Tempo 125, Peugot
Cadre $100. Kelty child carrier $75.
Call 961 -0097.
KJNG SIZE WATERBED, black and
gold mirrored headboard, 4 drawers,
$450. Call 770-0940.
-

-

SERVICES
MATH TUTOR
1 free session
Call for an appointment.
381-9622

-

-

-

-

- -

MISCELLANEOUS

INTEP.NATIONAL STUDENTSVISITORS
DV-1 Greencard Program. by U.S.
Immigration. Legal Services, Tel.
(818) 882-9681; (818) 998-4425.
20231 Stagg St, Canoga Park,
CALIF 91306. Monday-Sunday: 10
a.m.-10 p.m. Applications close Fet.
19, 1995.

PATHWAYS IN OPTOMETRY,January 21, 1995 -- Free one -day
career planning workshop for 3rd
year optometry students. Developed
by Allergan and presented by
Williams Marketing and
Management. Covers debt
management, patient
communications, financial planning
and more. See your AOSA Trustee
to register.

NEED WORD PROCESSING HELP?
Papers, resumes. you name it. Options include editing, conSUlting, rush/
weekend service. Some foreign language typing . Reasonable rates for
great service. Call 644-5642.

TRAVEL

.

- - ~

PERSONALS
CURRENT CLASSIFIEDS REALLY
WORK! Call 553·5175 to advertise.
Jeanne,
January the 20th Is the BIG day!
Freedom here we come. WaH- I'm
already there. Party time! Oh
yeah, free dinners too.
- Jul
To Jane Wlffleburt,
Will you comb my whiskers
Friday evening? I can't afford to
buy a brush.
- Fred Buttwh Iskar

• Low Deposit Until
Dec. 15, 1994
'0%' Interest' Easy
Student Payment Plan'
• Guaranteed Lowest Price
• All Packages Include:
Free Food/Drink & T-shirt

If you are a healthy male

1-800-SURF'S·-U P

You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain FDA
approval. For years Gateway Medical Research, Inc. has been
conducting research for pharmaceutical companies, and thousands
of people have participated. Currently we are involved in a number
of studies to help determine the equivalency of generic drugs to their
name brand counterparts. Our studies usually pay $300 to $1000,
depending on complexity. If you meet the following profile you may
qualify for one of our studies: Age 18-45, non-smoker, must not be
on medications or taking any drugs, no history of serious disease or
medical problems, and be of normal height to weight ratio.
be

-

Do you plan on constructing any
newsletters, informational packets,
etc.? Save your time and money by
calling Clint at 553-6810.

Right!

To find out how you can help and how easy It can
$$$, call 946-2110 anytime.

-

SERVICES

Sophomores - Juniors - Co-op & Internships
• Paid degree-related positions while in school
• Careers On-Line

ADVERTISE IN THE CURRENT!
Students can put classifieds in THE
CURRENTfor free. Call Julie at 5535175 for more information.

Whlmpy BOYS,
You all make me sick. Learn how
to drink without puking. I'm
ashamed to call you my
colleagues.
-Cosmo

WANNA SA YSOMETHING
TO A PAL? PUT A PERSONALIN THE CURRENT!

Seniors - Jobs After Graduation
• On-Campus Recruiting begins in February
• Career Library
• Job Skills Workshops
• Current Job Listings
• Careers On-Line

to earn

Career Placement Services

Gateway Medical Research, Inc.
116 N. Main Street
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 946-2110

308 Woods Hall - 553-5111
8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. M-T
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. W-Th-F

Start t he Ne",
Year Right!

Well ness Classes
AEROBICS
FIT-4-ALL
Lolhi aerobics with easy to follow

Become a Package Handler for
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
$8.00-$9.00 per hour
Paid Holidays & Vacations
Full Benefits
Student Loans after one year

movements.

SIE£
STEP TO IT

?GETA

1995 • JOB!
Why?

ttaOtOM ~IwUJ

College Students

UJlt~!(if't-timejObt /uw.e

above

a~~rarleIrJlirtr,
Why?

POI"t-t;;"ejOM ter-~ at OJ( Educational
Experience

Melal( alteri(atiife to

FINANCIAL AID.

Why?
Ml't~ttarlel(tfan/f(()F~ SUCCESSFUL I~
tkIMt-raciv.attbvob lffCl!<-ut buaa.ft ()f /w.l(ed

tI'OJrtFoJ!e tttt?

Representatives from WORLDWIDEINSURANCE GROUP
will be in the University Center Lobby January 18, 1995 from
10:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. to discuss telemarketing job
opportunities. Please stop by to fill out an application for
employment or to get information about the company.
• CONVENIENT WESTPORT LOCATION
·AFTERNOON & EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE

$9.00 PER HOUR

to qualified individuals
851-0206

I!;

E D ITOR
1
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Making the trade:
ethics for ratings
I

+D 0... dose (Ol,)[d. You please
eip [0-.1 n WVl.y (J... Cf S'fU Je h1j

by ~thew J. Forsythe

to publish or air gossip they cross the
line
leading into trash journalism.
ed~or-in-chief
What happened in that Eye to Eye
Need someone to lie to your grand- interview is indicative of what is happening to the mainstream press everymo~r?
Connie Chung might be a good where. The mainslream press is becoming more and more willing to trade
choice.
All Chung needed was some sweet in their ethics to get a flashy story.
More and more news
words and a CBS studio to
programs are offering
pull off a little bit of trash
more and more money
jourrialism.
for the juicy story. The
1 am of course writing
dividing line between a
about the Eye to Eye inter- I'
program like the evening
view in which Kathleen
news and Hard Copy is
Gingrich said her grandson .
. narrowing everyday.
thought Hillary Clinton is I
"a bitch."
~~-,--AI "----'---L.---' Most of the networks like
Chung was careful to point out at CBS have additional programs that
the end of the segment on Eye to Eye look for juicier stories, programs like
that Mrs. Gingrich was in front of three Eye to Eye. These programs are usucameras and two microphones and ally hosted by the same person who
anchors the evening news. So telling
sho~d have known what she was doing: This is a little bit of faulty reason- the hard news from the trash is becoming on Chung's part. There weresev- . ing more and more difficult
The sad thing is this trade of ethics
eral recording devices going and these
devices also caught Chung telling Mrs. for a flashy story is just simply not
Gingrich that the dirty five-letter secret worth what the journalist or editor is
wo'uld just be "between you and me." It giving up in the long run.
Rash does not last. The shelflife of
reallydidn'tmatterhowmanycameras
gossip
is very short and any real inwere going, or how many microphones
forming
or helpingpoweritmighthave
were present, it should have been kept
off the record because Chung prom- for society is nil. What the editors and
producers were looking for was someised it would be off the record.
; 1: guess the message that Connie thing flashy to attract the attention of
Chung is trying to teach future more viewers
They know that trash journalism
interviewees is they should not trust the
press under any circumstances. That can control more shares in the T.V.
message teaches those who are learn- IlllIIketplace. In the T.V. marketplace,
ing about journalism to do whatever in an era ofcut-throat competition f1ash/
you have to do to get the story and don't trash is king.
Connie Chung is the newest memreiilly worry too much about promises
to: keep things off the record. Off the ber of the mainstream press to dip into
the gutter that is trash journalism.
record can be a very flexible term.
Seeing Chung use these tactics in
, Ijustcouldn'thelpthinkingthatall
of. this would have been perfect for order to get a dirty little secret comsome kind of Hard Copy news feature. memorates the decline of the mainIt has all of the unimp0rtant informa- stream press in America
The rea1l y scary thing is that this
tion and flash of one of those news-onsets a precedent for the future. A memthe-fly T.V. programs.
I mean is it reall Yimportant that we her of the press with a lot of clout has
know the Speaker of the House's per- used a dirty tactic and got away with it
sonal opinion of the first lady? Is that The fallout of this action could be trereally earth-shaking news? I am sure mendous.
What is to keep yOlmger people
that many people past and present have
had personal opinions of certain people just starting to learn about jomnalism
in the public eye that have been less from trying to emulate their hero?
But then Chung wasn't thinking
than glowing. Luckily, most of these
people have been tactful enough to about what effect her actions might
keep their mouth shut Mrs. Gingrich, have on society. She was just trying to
after receiving Chung's off-the-record insure hex TV program bad good ratpromise, let loose with a little bit of ings.
As Chung's interviewing tactics
gossip. It is sad to think, even after
Chung's promise, the editors of Eye to show the credo of the modem journalist has become: ethics, we don't need
Eye saw fit to air the gossip.
Wherra news organization decides no stinking ethics.

Positions open
The Current is looking for students to fill the following

positions:
-Editorial cartoonist
•Associate news editor
-Associate features editors
-Associate photography editor
For more information on the above positions call Matt
Forsythe at 553-5183 or Clint Zweife~ at 553-6810. Be part of
'an organization that makes a real difference.

-

Be.ro~e -thiS \r\1ervi€VJ comeS

\i~e yov(Sel~

woul d be
be-f+er +ha.n "'-- L S+V~e !If?
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H1614

by Clint ZWeifel
managing editor
With the introduction of incremental grading during last year's fall
semester, so is the practice of labeling
students to the extent of extremism.
Students andOOministration on both
sides have stated their argmnents for or
against incremental grading. Each side
has some logic and reasoning supporting their viewpoint Stu4enIS ~
incremental grading will lower their
graie point averages, thus hurting their
chances of obtaining jobs or scholarships. Others argue incremental grading provides a better evaluation of students' performance in the classroom.
Neither issue, though, focuses on

the real issue at stake. Students should
not have to
succumb
to incessant labeling by the
university
and 10 structors
should not
be N,t .in ~ ,mtion to label their
students to the point of oblivion.
Generally, a student's graies can
be a indicator to their possible success
at aparticular job. For instance, a legal
fum might fairly assume a law student
who graduates with a 3.0 grade point
average is better versed in law than one
with a 2.0 grade point average. A line

Have you ever been mad Natural Bridge Rd. St Louis
at the editor of The Current? Mo. 63121.)
Did you ever want to kick
Applications are due by
him out of office?
Feb. 4, 1995.
Well here is your chance.
The position is full time
The Current is starting the and paid. Applicants must be
search for a new editor, The students at UM-St. Louis
editor will be elected and taking at least three hours.
take office at the end of this Students applying must be
semester.
attending classes through
Interested students should Wmter semester 19%.
send a resume, three letters
of recommendation and
cover letter to The Current
(attn: Matt Forsythe 7940

Address all correspondence to : -rIIt' Currcnt
SOO1 !'I:arural Bridge Road· St. Louis, Mo. b3121
Business and Advertising OUl 553-5175, Newsroom and Edi,torial BUI 553-517-t or fax 131·11 553-6811

Beth Robinson
DonBames
Scott Lamar
Rob Goedeker
Ken Dunkin

. Monica Senec41
Michael]. Urness

Director of Photography

Production Manager

]ulieBalI

Business Director

Michael O'BriA.1
Dole Othmann

Advertising Director
Associate Advertising Director
Circulation

Judith Linville

Staff Adviser

Tricia Bmucksick

eVoliwrues~nts'worlc

On the other hand, giving instructors the ability to judge students' work
with a pIlLS or minlLS is a waste of time.
Is there any real difference between a B
minus or a B plus student? Most of the

This position calls for a
person who is ready to
manage all aspects of a
weekly newspaper's production. Previous experience
in copy editing, features/
news/sports writing and basic business achninistration
is a plus, but is not required.

Formore infonnationcall
Matt at 553-5183.

Voice of the people...

.

Jeremy Rutherford

should be drawn, though, that keeps
academic labeling from being extreme.
Unfortlmately, the UM-Sl Louis
Senate did not draw that line when it
passed incremental grading in April of
1993. Foculty now have the ability to
evaluate and judge students' work to a
more specific degree. Students can now
be evaluated as B minus or B plus
students. On the surface, incremental
grading appears to have some solid
points. It could preven t grade inflation.
More specific grading might better

Editor applications

Thestudentvoice
o!UM-St Louis

Editor-in-chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Associate News Editor
Features Editor
,Associate Features Editor
Sports Editor
Associate Sports Editor

SCHOt7 L

Incremental grading wastes Senate's, instructor's time

Dear Editor,

Matthew J. Forsythe
Clint Zweifel

Cof?~r"'te
Cot~or"'t ion

TJu Current is published weekly on
Mondays. Advertising rates are
available upon request by contacting
The Currents' advertising office (314)

553-5316.

Spacer~arionsfor

adwrtistments must be received by 5

During the past several weeks,
several students have criticized the
Student Court in The Current for the
way the Court handled the hearing
regarding the Sexy Legs contest I believe the Student Court members, i.e.,
Jerry Conwell, Shannon Pack,
Jacqueline Miller and Steve Bartock
deserve our congratulations for the way
they conducted the court hearing.
The issues of sexual harassment
and free speech exist on every college

p.m. the Wednesday prior to publica-

be reproduced or reprintw without the

expressed written coMSent ofTheCuTrent.

Sandy MacLean

Vice Chancellor ror Student Arfairs

electronic lnail contact

tion.

The Current,finarued in part by student activity fees, is l'Iot an official
publ~tion of UM-SL l.fiuis. The Uni versity is rial resp<mSibkfar The Cum:nt's
content or policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper refleet the opinion of the editorial staff.
Articks labeled "commentary- or "column" are the opinion of the individual
writer.
AU mataial contained in this issue is
the property of The CurreTI4 and cannot

and university in this country. These
are not simple issues with simple answers. The Student Court provided a
forum whereby both sides could p-esent
their points of view. This is very important on a university campus. I congratulate the Student Court for their
service to our community.
Cordially,

Follow these instructions to subscribe to 1be Current's public bulletin bolll'd.
First, log on to eMS on the University's computer network. This can be IICcessed
through Internet
Next, mail to listserve@wnslvma.wnsl.edu. In the body of your note, type sub
current and then your full name.
After you have subscribed, to read or send mail to the bulletin board, mail to
current@wnsNma.wnsl.eti.u.
Ifyou want to send a private letter to the editor. mail to current@umsivma.umsl.edu.
For purposes of verificaJion, all letters to the editor must bear the writer's
handwritten signature. address, student idenJijicaJion rounber and home or work
telephone number. If requested, all efforts wiU be made to maintain the writer's
QlWnymity.

time there probably is not. Instead of
trying to decide whether a student .is
deserves a minus, a plus or neither,
instructors should be able to spend that
time developing new ways to stimulate
students academically. A non-incremental grading system is more than
adequate in eVoliuating students' academic perfonnance.
The real test for a student is the
ability to apply the skills that a university
has taught them. Grades are not necessarily the most important factor in
the application of these sldlls. A plus or
minus attached to a grade is not going
to give employers any special insight in
deciding what recent graiuate might
be best able to apply the necessary
skills.

We want
your input!
Student input is integral
to the success of this
newspaper. We understand not everyone is interested in joining the
staff, but Letters to the
editor provide a way to
express your viewpoint
to the campus community.

Letter to the editor
policy
The Current welcomes
letters to the ediJor. Leturs
should be kept brief. The
use ofany material is at the
ediJors discretion.
EdUing may be necessary for space and clarity.
Ideas will not be altered, bw
the editor will avoid obscenity, libel and invasions
ofprivacy.
Leturs do not necessarily reflect the opinion ofThe
Current.
For purposes of verification, a/1letters must bear
the writer's handwritten
signatUre, address, student
identification number and
home or work telephone
number. If requested, an
efforts will be made to
TTUIintain the writers ano-

nymity.
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Coach from page 1
Detrich Evans, a transfer student from
<\flzona Western Junior College.
"But Work was definitely in the

mix this season," Kuchno said.
Both Brady and Work were unable
to comment, pending litigation.

Dean from page 1
lJM-St. Louis has developed into one
)f the finest educational programs in
:he nation."
With 2, 100 students enrolling each
remester, UM-St Louis has the largest
teacher education program in the St.
Louis region.
Mr. George received both
bachelor's and master's degrees from
Southern Illinois University in
Edwardsville and a doctoral degree
from Northwestern University in
Evanston, ill. Among his numerous
publications are four scholarly books
on counseling and education.
UM-St Louis Chancellor Blanche
Touhill said of George, "I have always
appreciated the helpfulness, candor and

positive attitude that he displayed in
dealing with his colleagues. I am certain that his death will be mourned by
not onIy his colleagues, but current
students and alumni as well."
Mr. George is survived by his wife,
Kathleen; daughters, Amanda, Laura
and Susan; parents, Rev. R. E. and
Opal George; sisters, Connie Skinner,
Nancy Litherland and Jeanne Redfren;
and a brother, Roger.
In lieu of flowers, contributions
can be sent to the Dr. Rickey George
Scholarship Fund at the University of
Missouri-St Louis, 426 Woods Hall,
8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis,
Mo. 63121.

Sign from page 1
the holidays, said she has spoken with
MacLean.
"He said that he doesn't intend to
enforce the recommendations made by
the Student Court," Hutchinson said.
"MacLean told me himself that he's
not going to force (SigmaPi) to write a
letter of apology, which I don't really
want He said that he wasn't going to
enforce any of the recommendations
made by Student Court."
Hutchinson said she doesn't want
those recommendations enforced. At

the hearing, she asked the court to
remove Sigma Pi's recognition for one
semester, and to mandate a letter of
apology in The Current and on a sign as
large as the "Sex)' Legs IT" sign.
"Those are the things I want to see
happen," Hutchinson said.
Suzanna Rose, associate professor
of Psychology, said some faculty
members are considering a sexual harassment suit against the fraternity,
"We have met and decided that if
some sort of action isn't taken, we will
consider it," Rose said.

Campus Crime Campus Crime Campus Crime

----------------------------------------------The following criminal incidents
were reported to campus police during the period of Nov. 18-Dec. 1,
1994. If readers have information
that could assistthe police investigation they are urged to call 553-5155.
Nov. 8
A staff member reported that between Nov, 7, at 9 p.m. and Nov, 8, at
11 a.m., a pair of Oakley sunglasses
were stolen from his office.
Nov. 9
A person reported that between
10:50 am . and 3 p.m., unknown persons took a purse from her vehicle
which was parked on parking lot "I."
The purse wa5 found by a worker on
parking lot "K."Fourpieces of jewelry
was missing from the purse.
Nov. 18
A student reported her vehicle being damaged between 7:15 p.m and
9:30 p.rn. while parked on parking lot
"F." The sterrin column was damaged

in an anempt to steal the vehicle.
Nov. 21
A student reported that between 9
a.m. and 12 noon, unknown person
damaged the moulding around the
driver's door lock and bent the gas tank
door.
A student reported that unknown
persons stole a backpack between 1
p,m. and 6:24 p.m. from the second
floor men's restroom at Clark Hall.
Nov. 23
A person was arrested for trespassing at Marillac Hall at 1:30 p,m. The
person had been warned on Nov. 22.
A UM-St. Louis baseball coach
was assaulted by one of his players at
3:25 p.m ., on the first floor of the Mark
Twain Building. Warrants will be
sought from the St. Louis County
Prosecutor's office.
Nov. 29

A student reported losing a wallet
between 11 a.m. and 12:15 p.m. in
Parking Garage "N" on the second
level.

bally harasses by an unknow n person
in the ThomasJeffersonLibrary at5:25
p.m.

A person arrested Nov . 19 on a
trespassing charge, was arrested again
at6:54 p,m., for trespassing at th.e Music
Building. Warrants are being sought
from the S r. Louis County Prosecutor's
office.

Dec. 5
A contractor reported that a pair of
Missouri State license plates were taken
over a period of several days. The
plates were taken from a company
trucke parked outside parking garage
"D."

A student reported that unknown
persons damaged his vehicle in an attempt to steal stereo equipment from
the dash. The incident occurred between
5: 10 p.m. and 8:27 p.m. on the second
level of parking garage "D."

A student reported that a friend
took her car keys and car while they
both were in parking garage "N," first
floor. The incident at 4 p.m , The vehicle was found in St. Louis City and
returned to the student.

Dec. 1
A person was arrested as a fugitive
at 3: 10 p .m. at the UM-St. Louis
MetroLink North station. He was released to St Louis City Police.
Astaffmemberreported being ver-

A studeritreported thatat 4:25 p,m.,
she observed an Unknown male with no
pants standing next to a vehicle and
masturbating. \Vhen observed, the male
got in the car and drove off. The incident occurred on parking Jot "E."

could cause some problems.
'The instructors have to be assessing the grades," Nauss said. "It's
[the instructor's] business. [Mandating
the system] runs into the problem of
academic freedom, The professor
should be able to evaluate their students
as he or she sees fit."

UM-Kansas City is also currently
using incremental grading, and UMColumbia will implement the system
in fall semester 1995. UM-Rolla voted
down the implementation of incremental gracling. The UM system gives
each campus full flexibibty in deciding
how to use incremental grading.

Grade from page 1
has a B minus and another has a B
plus."
Albert Derby, chairperson of the
Biology deparrrnenl,agrees with Lev in
that incremental grading is a better
evaluation of students' work, but would
prefer that all faculty members use the
system.

"I would prefer all faculty to do the
same kind of thing," Derby said. "That
would be more appropriate."
But Nauss said leaving professors
the flexibility of not using incremental
grading "boils down to getting it passed
in the Senate." Nauss also said forcing
incremental grading onto professors

Curators from page 1

KWMU from page 1
the arrangement of the studios, and
UM-St. Louis has said it will purchase
a new air-conditioning system for
KWMU's transmitter building.
"When I started five years ago, the
equipment needed to be replaced,"
Wente said. "But we knew that we had
to take it one step at a time.
"We have prioritized our needs in

the five-year plan. Some of the oldest
equipment doesn't necessarily mean it
needs to be replaced first. We need to
upgrade our technology, first, so that
we're compatible,"
Fred and Corrine Hammer, longtime supporters of KWMU, attended
the luncheon and announced their donation of $10,000 to the campaign.

"We are hoping this donation is
just the start,» Wente said. "We want
people to hear about the donation and
also want to help."
The Friends ofKWMU Inc. (FOKI)
is also expected to help the station meet
its goal. The organization will ask St.
Louis businesses for gifts and grants.
Wente said the launch of the cam-

,

paign and the response from the supporters has been encouraging.
"So far, it's been very successful,"
Wente said. "And it will become more
of a success over the next five years. I
know the staff is very excited."
KWMU presented awards at the
luncheon for outstanding support to the
station. The businesses receiving
plaques were: Suelthaus and Kaplan,
P.C.; Commerce Bank; Missouri Historical Society and Greensfelder,

Hempker and Gale P.c.; Mian Data
Systems and Spitler Technology, Inc .;
Metro Traffic Inc.; Parks College of St.
Louis University and William J.
Conway and Company; Nettie' sFlower
Garden; Bevco Wines and Liquors;
Patty Long's Ninth Street Abbey and
Catering Company,
Recognition awards were also
given to DMB&B for an advertising
campaign donated to KWMU, and to
Brighton Agency for donating the creation of a video about KWMU.

evaluate programs at the i\ilarch 1995
meeting, It called for the president and
chancellors to then bring, by June 1995,
a list of programs that are essential for
the University to meet its role in Missouri higher education, and to provide
a listof programs that are to be enhanced
beyond the improvements in the fiveyear plan.
The resolution passed 8-0, with
Curator Mary Gillespie of S1. Louis
I
abstaining.

•

Time is
Running
Out
LITMAG now accepting
SUBMISSIONS
for the upcoming spring magazine

•

POETRY - limit 10 poems,
1 poem per page, no line limit
SHORT FICTION & ESSAYS
-limit entry to 5 works, no more
than 20 pages per piece,
double spaced
ARTWORK & PHOTOS
- 10 pieces maximum
Written Works:

•

All wrinen entries must ~ submitted in a 9x 12 mailing envelope
in the box outside the English Department office (4th floor Lucas
Hall). Include a cover sheet complete with the following
information: name, address, phone number, student ID number,
and major. This information should onI y appear on the cover sheet,
not on the manuscript itself, Copywritten material is inebgible for
submission. Any questions, call Diana Davis 839-5133.

Artwork & Photos:
All entries should be handled directly through thearteditor,Adam
Brenner, by calling 394-4373 or assistant art director, Cynthia
VVeber at 878-7590.
All persons whose work is accepted for publication will be
notified by mail neal' the end of February . No manuscripts wiu
be returned.

COMINO JANUARY 13TH To
DEADLINE: JAN 27, 1995 A CRYPTHPLEX NEAR YOu
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Ataleof
twodiners...
'50s throwbacks serve
up the real thing adding
style with each meal
by Matt Summers
reporter
Today. what do we have to provide
the quintessential American eating!
social experience? Sports bars? Too
mind-deadening and dull. Smarmy
coffee shops that serve Cabemet, Merlot
and snooty coffee drinks? I can' t hear,
much less say, "I'll have a 1atte" without suppressing a loud laugh at the
sheer pretentiousness.
Diners are the answer, my friend.
The diner environment is basic, elemental and pristine. The candidness of
the laminated menus, the base-coat-isgood-enough paintjob and the windows
sans venetian blinds bring fast food
back to ·its most basic primal roots.
Sadly. though, the American diner has
been relegated to a decreasing share of
the market as it has dwindled from its
heyday of the 1950's. But diners are the
real deal, the blood serum of truckers,
Beat writers, construction workers and
thrifty businessmen. In diners, Americana lives and, in some cases, serves

breakfast 24-hours-a-day. A model
example is Cowtesy Sandwich Shop,
located at 3153 S. Kingshighway.
The name "Courtesy" is somewhat
of a paradox. Late at night, the genial,
(courteous) name contrasts sharply with
the purely curt, surly staff. Not that this
is bad. Their terse, snappy questions
area welcome change from thesmarmy
restaurant coercion "Is everything
alright?" A late-night Cowtesy experience is both refreshing and strangely
libemting because from the moment
you enter you realize that, as a paying
customer, you have little value in the
staff s eyes other than as an annoyance
who wants breakfast at 1 a.m. on friday night
Yet, when the food arrives, their
undiluted indifference peels away, insinuating that it all could have been a
facade, for they make tasty grub. And,
best of all, the food at Cowtesy (and
many other diners as well) is refreshingly and undeniably bad for you; the
most nutritious thing on the menu is
some smeared ketchup that some

Just a Thought
_ _ _ _ _ _ _~ by Don Bames _ _ _ _ _ _ __

columnist

The
party's
Welcome back, friends and
foes. I trust you all had a good
holiday. Mine was pretty swell. A
little nutty ,a littlecrazy, entertaining
to say the least.
To say I had a bad start in fall
'94 is an understatement I started
classes a week late after an adventurelhadsetforthon went suddenly
awry and sent me screaming back
to StLouis in late August It turned
out all right though. I basically got
the classes I needed. I was able to
obtain a position here at The Current. I was able to obtain a position
with LitMag, the other student organization I belong to.
My grades suffered a little this
semester, but it happens sometimes.
I was sweatin' when I opened that
envelope though-wasn't so sure
if I had made the grade in a couple
of classes. I've been a pretty good
s1ildent for the past few years. I'm
no brainchild, but I do my homework, and most of the time I'm
wondering whether I got an A or a
B rather than worrying whether I
gotaCoraD.
Carne through though, so now

I've finally fulfilled all of my English requirements. You think I
didn'tpartyonmybrealc? Getoutta
here! I went crazy. Now my only
real requirement is that devil' s seed
(no offense) foreign language requirement Je ne sais pas.
So it's back to work sort of.
There have been some changes in
that department as well. On Jan. 2,
I officially resigned as features edi-

Well kiss my grits!
left: the White Knight
diner has been servin'
up old style burgers,
that'll clog your arteries and sodas served
in styrofoam cups that
will survive for centuries, all in a basic,
pristine environment
since its heyday in the

.Courtesy Sandwich
Shop
Open 24 hours. Located at
3153 S. Kingshighway near that
neat, gaudily lighted viaduct on
Kingshighway.

White Knight
Open from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
6 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday
and closed on Sunday. Located
at the romer of 18th and Olive.

drunken slob left a few minutes before
you arrived.
But then, Courtesy is a completely
different place in the daytime. The staff
is attentive, and many of the patrons
seem to be longtime regulars of the
diner shooting neighborhood banter. A
sense of community and belonging is
evident between the regular patrons
and the employees. But, my point is
that the service is relaxing and pleasant
during daytime hours. It's the type of
service that, if one were to eat there in
the day often and invariably enough, a
staff member might someday bestow
upon you the ultimate in patron compliments: ''The usual?" When you are
awarded with the weighty question born
of familiarity, tradition and clogged
arteries, you will know you are one of
the few.
Which brings to point the best
known diner in St Louis, White Knight,
located in downtown St Louis at the
comer ofl8th and Olive. White Knight
had a dance with fame when it was
featured in the movie White Palace.

.1950s.

But eating at White Knight is like
eating at a communal friend's house.
One employee, Bob, has worked at the
White Knight for 13 years. And, like
daytime Cowtesy. everyone seems to
know one another. Co-owner Lee Hinds
describes the White Knight, and essentially all diner patrons as "the small
percentage of our population [who] do
not like to be numbered. They like to be
known by a name, [as a] person ....

If you drive along Natural Bridge
in the morning you might have noticed
anewbrightred brick house among the
houses that line the road.
Actually that new house isn't new,
it is the recently renovated Newman
house, the Catholic Student Center.
Dennis Chitwood, the campus minister
for the center, said that the house had
needed a "facelift" to make it more
visible and hospitable to the campus.
''The first thing we did is remove
some bushes out front so people could
see the house. It was overgrown."
Chitwood said. "Then we began to
renovate the inside of the house to
make it more hospitable."

Chitwood said the renovations on
the inside of the house consisted of
everything from painting to pliImbing.
1broughout the renovations, student
volunteers were there to help the process along.
Todd Appel, a student who regularly participates in Catholic Student
Center octivities, helped out with many
of the renovations.
"Volunteering was a good way to
be part of the new Newman House,"
Appel said.
Appel said it was natural for him to
help Chitwood out, because he had
arrived at the house at the same time
Chitwood had taken over as campus
minister.
"[Chitwood] was new and I was
new, so it was a good way to start out,"

torforTheCurrent.Ihadmadesome

commitments earlier in the year to
LitMag and now it's time to get
started on that work. Therefore I
won't have time to perform my
duties as editor any longer. The
staff at The Current has been kind
enough to allow me to continue
writing my column for them (and
you), only it will be a bi-weekly
(that's twice a month kids) feature
of the newspaper rather than a
weekly. ScouLamar, who has been
the associate features editor for the
past semester, is now the features
editor. Support him. In my opinion
he has a much better sense for this

see Party, page 6

Photography gets digital
perimental Work, a photographic show
in Room 362 SSB. The art will be on
display from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Computers currently have an im- . weekdays. The artists featured will be
Robert La Rouche, John Nagel, Tom
pact on everything. Including art
With the use of digital imaging, a Patton and Dan Younger. Patton is an
still photograph can be altered into a art history professor at UM-St Louis.
On Thursday,Jan. 12 at 1:30p.m. a
completely different image. Movies
such as "The Mask", "Forrest Gump" symposium and demonstration will be
(he really wasn't playing ping pong) held in the Macintosh Lab inCCB. The
and "Tenninator II" have been digitally event will last about one hour.
This program is supported by the
enhanced for special effects. The bizarre photo on the front of a tabloid can Regional Arts Commission.
Jean Tucker, spokesperson for the
appear however the artist wants it to,
Public Policy Research Centers, said
thanks to digital imaging.
From Dec. 8-Jan. 26, 1995, the this progmm is the flI'St of its kind in St
Public Policy Research Centers will be
see Digital, page 6
sponsoring Digital Photography: Ex-

depersonalized our society. You just
walk [into a fast food place] and
everybody's a face. You hand 'em a
burger, it all looks the same, ... comes
out of the same box and they all eat the
same thing." The patrons of local diners, a combination of "blue collar
workers, white collar workers, evenly
mixed in terms ofmale/female" don't
fear the recognition. Plus, as Hinds
figures, "Everyone loves a hamburger."
The environment of White Knight
is basic, elemental and pristine. Windows and mirrors make the diminutive
diner appear larger than reality. A humorous photo of a snazzy couple living
it up at the White Knight as a cook in
the background gives them a funny
look graces their menus.
At dlners fast food returns to It.!
Most of the customers that come in
here, we know their names. They're all most basic primal roots. This is the real
regular customers." So that gives a deal. And get this: both Courtesy an~
good perception of the psyche of the White Knight use styrofoam cups
White Knight patron. The sense of Where else can you fmd those, othel
belonging is key to the survival of the than in landfills at any time over the
next 1000 years? Drinking frorI
diner.
styrofoam
is a purely decadent plea·
Hinds sees the chief nemesis of the
sure.
You
also
lose all rights to com·
neighborhood diner as a prevalent mind
plain
about
pollution
without being,
set wherein "a lot of people don't want
hypocrite.
And
that's
refreshing,
too.
to be recognized anymore. I think we 've

Student haven gets a 'facelift'
by Matthew J. Forsythe
editor-in-chief

over

by Scott Lamar
features editor
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Progratn sends students
on academic journey
and twenty-two schools are in the progmm, including colleges in Alaska,
Hawaii, Guam, Puerto Rico and the
For the first time at UM-St Louis, Virgin Islands.
There are other advantages that the
students may attend a different uni versity in the United States through the progmm offers students who participate in it The chance to meet new
National Student Exchange progmm.
The program allows students the people and make new friends . The
experienCe of seeing another part of the chance to experience cultural diversity
country. living among other students and live in another part of the country.
(something most students at UM-St Even the chance to visit family and
Louis don 't do) and taking classes that friends whom you never see because
they live too far away.
might not be offered here.
''1 chose to come to St Louis beDennis Bohnenkamp, co-coordicause
I'd never seen the Midwest,"
nator of the program at UM-S t Louis,
said
Collin
McKay, a 20-year-old
has great enthusiasm for NSE.
"The typical UM-St Louis student sophomore from the University of
lives in St Louis," Bohnenkamp said, Massachusetts who found out about
"so they don't get that 'living on cam- the NSE progmm through a flier on a
pus' experience. NSE offers an oppor- bulletin board. "I felt St Louis would
tunity to get that experience that they be something completely different from
what I knew."
may not otherwise be able to afford."
McKay said his only major disapFive students attended UM-St.
Louis through the NSE in the fall '94 pointment with UM-St Louis is the
semester. One student carne from the residence hall situation.
'The residence halls do a great job
University ofSouthem Maine, two came
from Puerto Rico, and two came from at giving you a sense of community,"
London. Seven UM-S t Louis students he said, "but they need to revise housing
participated in the program and are on policies."
The NSE directory explains most
exchange at other universities this year.
The NSE progmm was founded in of what a student needs to know about
1968, and this is the flI'St year UM-St the program and one can be picked up
Louis has participated in it One hundred

Appel said.

Other students who helped start out
and finish the renovations includedJeff
Laumann , Luisa Molina, Julie
Schwartz, Gemma WuJohsuan and
Mike Perks.

Appel and Shellie Herrel, another
student volunteer, said the toughest job
was stripping the old carpet off the
floor.
"The carpet had been there forever," Herrel said, "and we had to use
putty knives to get it off the floor. It was
awful."
Despite this and other unpleasant

tasks, the renovations went along l
planned and served a purpose.
''The purpose of the Newman hoo
is to offer a place of hospitality and
safe place to go," Chitwood sai,
"Where students can recreate togetbe
pray together, and share fellowsh:
together. That is what we see our pu
pose as."
Chitwood said he made changes .
the house to better fit that mission.
'The house, when we moved

Current Chatter

by Scott Lama
features editor

After one semeste~ what do you think of
the incremental grading system?
I like it . It was beneficial towards me because I was on the
plus side of things.
John Tarantino
Senior
Biology

by Pamela MacKechnle
for The Current

see Exchange, page 6

see Face/itt, page

I don't care for it. A grade is a

grade .. There is no purpose for it.
Shelley McRoy
Senior
Elementary Education

I don't like it at all. It's got it's
pros and cons but I don't see

why they needed to change it.
Ken Hemnann
Senior
Communication

I don't like it. It lowered my
C.P A .. It's like you work for a
grade and get penalized for it.
Christine Schnell
Senior
Exercise Science

Ige6

lny from page 5
than I do, and I think he'll do a flne
after a little more exposure to the
cess and time at the University.
leCially if he gets some of you full
e critics/wannabe writers in here
ng a story for him every now and
~.

It's been a wonderfully rewarding
erience worlcing for The Current. It
; the first time I worked in a field
t was relative to my career interests
l oc.ademic pursuits and received a
ge for it I met some very cool
'PIe and formed some pretty strong
:ndships. I discovered how hard it
s to write a weekly column but was
larded by seeing my byline and
iting something new every week. I
md oot what it was like to get feed:kfromstrangers, whichisstillkinda
ird, but I dig it And, like I said, I
n't be totally out of the loop. I'll still

be a part of the paper, just in a lesser
capacity. And hopefully having two
weeks to write these little bits of brain
space will allow me to give you something worth reading every time. The
best comment I received all semester
was from a secretary in the communications department, who's identity I
will not reveal, who said, "1 like your
column. Last week's was pretty lame,
but I've liked the other ones." Gotta
love honest people.
Have a good semester folks. Don't
make the ~e mistakes you made last
semester. Be tolerant when there's a
cough-a-thon in your ten o'clock. Please
don 'tletme see anybody weaing shorts
if the temperature is below 30 degrees.
Hold the doors open when you're
standing ootside smoking so the nonsrnokers can get plenty of cool, fresh
air. And remember to flush.

J(change from page 5
he Honors College. Essential planIg and final deeisions are the par:pants responsibility, but there is
ne advice that the coordinators reelIIlend following:
• Insure that the courses you take
the host school will transfer and
~ly toward your degree.
• Check into housing, financial
I and employment opportunities

~igital from
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early.
• Maintain clear communication
with the host school and get the names
of people you speak to.
• Try to go for two semesters if
possible.
• Don't be afraid to ask questions.
For more information about the
National Student Exchange program,
contact Denriis Bohnenkamp or
Frederick Fausz.

page 5

~uis.

the circus and its glamour. His images

"Never before have four artists tother come together to hold a sympoun," Tucker said. "Each of these four
.otographers has given us a different
~w of what this form of art can be."
John Nagel says digital imaging is
~ next step in the evolution of pho-

are computer modified but are ''truth-

~hy.

"Digital imaging offers the rnost
:lieal departme from the traditional
ots of photography," Nagel says in
s statement about the upcoming exbition."
La Rouche' s art on display is about

ful and honest" in its fonn. InLaRooche

statement, he said that computer operators must not alter reality. The artist
must follow the rules, he says.
Nagel says while truth in imagery
is a large subject to consider, several
darkroom techniques that are difficult
to do can be done in a short amount of
time on a screen.
Nagel suggest that artists ask
themselves, "How can the computer be
used to generate images and techniques
that have never been imagined?"

Pitt is a hit in 'Legends of the Fall'
son of a Montana rancher (Anthony

by Scott Lamar
features editor
Brad Pin is a lot of things in

"Legends of the Fall": a hW1ter, a war
veteran, a cowboy, an explorer, and a
ladies man. I think he is more of a myth
than a legend. His character's life is
filled with tumult His loved ones die
and his happiness always is short lived.
Pitt's accompanied by a stellar performance promises this movie to be a
major draw at the box office. Pitt is to
the 90s what Tom Cruise was in the
80s and more--a stud that every woman
lusts after and every guy hates or envies
or both.
The story has several conflicts and
even more tragic outcomes. Bring a
tissue or two. Don't expect any laughs
or scenes that bring on tense anticipation or excitement because there aren't
any. The movie moves along like an
injured sloth with the same slow music
playing seemingly non-stop throughout
the film.
Pitt shines as Tristan Ludlow, the

Hopkins). Tristan is Wild, untamed, and
as at home in the wilderness and on the
hills of his father's JaIlch. As a boy he
learns to hunt and tear the hearts out of
his prey from an Indian named One

Harvard graduate sympathetic to the
cause of the English in WWI. Samue!
is timid when it comes to sex but adamant about enlisting in the Anny to
help the English flght the Germans.
Samuel foolishly leaves behind his

Pitt's good looks accompanied by a
stellar performance promises this movie to
be a major draw at the box office.

Stab (Gordon Tootoosis). He was living on the ranch helping his father raise
his sons (their rnother left them at an
early age). Tristan's brothers bear a
stark contrast to himself. His older
brother Alfred (Aiden Quinn) is an
astute businessman with an interest in
government, something his father despises, therefore making him the least
favorite. Samuel (Henry Thomas) is a

beautiful fiancee, Susannah (Julia
Onnond), a sweet, pristine woman, on
the JaIlch to go off to war as Alfred and
Tristan go with him to baby-sit their
baby brother. Thomas, the little boy
from ''E.T.'', is sorely out of place on
the battlefield in France. Tristan, on the
other hand, is a mixture of Geronimo
and Rambo.
When Alfred and Tristan arrive

home, their shared love for Susannah

causes strife which was the most dramatic and engrossing part of the film.
For reasons unclear, Tristan severs all ties with his family back home.
Susannah, who loves Tristan with aU
her being, can't tame the man-beast.
Tristan embarks on a journey
around the globe, which struck me as
odd. The Montana cowboy suddenly
decides to travel the world bartering
with a primitive tribal chieftain from
New Guinea and hunting zebras on the
Ivory Coast
Tristan ultimately arrives back
home to find his sweetheart married to
Alfred, who is in Congress.
Tristan goes on to see more hardships, which, coupled with Hopkins'
bad performance left something to be
desired.
If you are a Brad Pitt fan, you will

love this movie. If net, you might want
to save your money.

TopS

Face/itt from page 5
last semester just didn't have that
feel that I wanted it to have,"
Chitwood said. "So we IIDnted, put
in new plumbing and did a lot of
work to make it hospitable. "
In the future Chitwood would
also like to renovate parldng and
include a disabled parldng place so
that aU of the students who attend
Newman House would have easy

Films of

1994
1. Pulp Fiction

2. Quiz Show

access.
The Catholic Student Center
offers a mass every Sunday at 7:30
p.m. and also sponsors retreats and
other activities for students on campus. The Center can be contacted
through the Office of Student Activities.

3. Forrest Gump
4. Red Rock West
photo: Monica Senecal

5. Speed

campus minister Dennis Chitwood hard at work renovating the
Newman House.

TUITION· STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS · PARKING TICKETS

Use The Drop Box At The Cashier's Office
To use the box, simply place your check or credit card number and
expiration date (no cash please) along with your student number and
explanation of payment in the envelopes provided and drop them in the box.
Box may be used to make any type of payment including tuition, student
loan payments and parking tickets.

Box Is accessible:
Monday-Thursday 7 a.m. • 8:30 p.m.
Friday 7 a.m. • 6 p.m.
I

Master Card • Visa • Discover

--Scott Lamar
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Out in :
Rivermen break even over holidays
the 'Sweet pickel' Bickel improves play on boards, Lytle lights up in Riveimen debut
open
by Ken DunkIn

associate sports ed~or .

New staff, new league
by Rob Goedeker

sports editor
It's been a little over a month since
the last issue of The Current came out
and not much has changed in sports,
except for the changes in The Current' s
Sports editorial staff. I've been promoted to sports editor for the winter
semester, and I'm happy to announce
that Ken Dunkin will be working as my
associate. We both wish last semester's
editor Pete Dicrispino the best of luck
in the future and commend the hard
work and excellent job that he did as
editor.
Ken and I will both do our best to
bring you full and unbiased coverage
of all UM-St Louis sports, unless, of
course, if it' s in a column.
Before we all went on our semester
break, sportsfans were still wondering
whether Gary Bet! (I can cancel the
season) man and the owners would
come to an agreement with the players
and drop the lockout that's been holding the players hostage for over three
months now.
Well, nothing ever happened, and
the season was canceled. Now, .not
only are the players locked out of the
season, but so are the fans. This is
disappointing for hockey fans. 1be
NHL was quickly becoming a top
league. Its popularity was gaining
throughout North America.
But wait! There may be an alternative for hockey fans ... a new league.
When Informal straw polls were
conducted by the media last week, only
.six teams: the Blues, Los Angeles,
Pittsburgh, the New York Rangers and
Islanders were in favor ofaccepting the
players' proposal to save the season.
The other teams, except San Jose (un, decided), would rather give up and call
it quits.
Seventy-six percent of the league
is in favor of throwing away theseason.
A$ a Blues fan, I wouldn't want my
team in a league with that kind of
attitude. So why don't the Blues and
the other five teams in favor of continuing the season separate from the National Hockey League?
Once they 've become orphaned
from theNHL, they could join ... let's
say, the International Hockey League.
With teams like the Rangers, Islanders, and Kings, in big-city markets
like New York and Los Angeles, the
IHL could take center Stage in North
America. Plus, the IHL already has
teams placed in the NHL cities like
Chicago and Detroit, and there's also
teams in former NHL marlcets like
Minnesota, Oeveland, Denver, and
Atlanta.
While the NHL would keep on
negotiating, the newly formed nrr.
would be initiating, and most importantly, they would be playing. In cities
like Chicago and Detroit, hockey fans
would go out to see their local IHL
team, simply because they're playing.
The NHL would drown in its own
sweat
IHL teams who are currently affiliated with NHL teams could separate
once they realize they're not a minor ·
league franchise and don't need big
brother anymore to market themselves.
Even better yet, they could ask their
NHL partner to be their minor league
affiliate.
Last· week, the Blues and head
coach/GMMilceKeenan were rumored
to be possibly switching their affiliate
from Peoria, which is in the IHL, to
Moncton, New Brunswick (Canada)
of the American Hockey League
(ARL). Could this be a minor move for
a major plan?
I don't know, but I smell something brewing, and I Bettno man could
cancel this new league.

1be UM-St Louis mcn'·sbasketball team rode a roller
coaster of winning and losing over the semester break.
First, they dropped a close battle to Quincy. They showed
good effort, yet fell 73-66. Then, the very next game, they lost
to Division III Washington University 84-74. 1beir record
fell to 4-4.
''We feel like instead of being 6-4, we should be 8-2," said
Head Coach Rich Meckfessel. ''We had double figure leads
in the first and second half against Quincy, but we let that
game slip away. Washington University played great, but we
didn't play well and the result was a loss."
In their four losses the Riverrnen have shown good effort,
the final product just hasn't been there. Each time they've lost
it has been to a quality team with good chance of going to the
tournament
"If you look at the the four teams we have lost to, three of
them Quincy, Grand Cannon and Kentucky Wesleyan, were
in the National Cogitate Athletic Association tournament last
season," said Meckfessel. "The other Washington University
is a level division three team, we play them every season and
occasionally their going to beat us. I wouldn't be surprised to
see them go to the D-3 tournament"
SIU-Edwardsville was next on the schedule, they were
disposed of with ease. Jim Robinson had a season high 24
points as center Eric Bickel grabbed 12 rebounds.
The Rivennen then played Sanford-Brown and destroyed
them 130-61. The 130 was the second highest total in school
history, since 1971 when they scored 141

.see Streak, page 8

photo: Ken Dun

Rlverman center Eric Bickel charges the basket In practice last week as Rodney Hawthorne takes the fall. The Rlvenn
won their first MIAA game on the road, something they didn't accomplish last season until their final game.

Riverwomen start MIAA 0-2,
begin to show signs of fatigue
by Rob Goedeker
sports editor
With Victories over Harris-Stowe 96-49 (Dec. 7) and
Washington University 63-57 (Dec. 10), the RivelWomen
basketball team had improved their record to a surprising 52. The Riverwomen were accomplishing all this with only six
players on the roster.
The Riverwomen then broke for finals week and haven't
been the same since.
In their first game back from exams (Dec. 17), the
Riverwomen lost a hard-fought battle to theSIU-Edwardsville
Lady Cougars 88-73 .
The score stayed close throughout most of the game. The
Riverwomen only trailed 37-35 athalftime, but in the second
half the Riverwomen started to miss their shots and tum the
ball over. The Riverwomen shot 43.8 percent for the game
and committed a total of25 turnovers. The Lady Cougars shot
522 percent form the field.
After losing the game to the Lady Cougars, the
Riverwomen's next game Wasn 't until Dec. 29 againstFranklin
College. They were hoping to be able to turn things around
during the two-week break. After all, the Riverwomen would
see the return of 6-foot-4 center Jade Turner.
Playing all of this season so far with only six players on
'the roster, Turner's return to the team would mean less playing
photo: Ken Dunkin time, or otherwise, more rest for the players. The players are
starting to feel sore and fatigued, so for them this would be
Rlverwoman guard D.J. Martin takes a shot In
see Slump, page 8
practice as center Angle Stubblefield looks on.

Pattonville All-American Sara Walter~
might pitch for Riverwomen in 1996
by Rob Goedeker
sports editor
Throughout the years, the UMSt Louis softball program has hrut a
strong tradition of top-notch pitching.
Pitchezslike: Sandy Hammonds,Locy
Gassei and Jill Stockdale, who have
helped lead the Riverwomentoeight
winning seasons since 1980.
uI'vehad5OOlegreatpitchinghere
over the years," said head coach
Harold Brumbaugh. "It's one thing
that I've really needed to have, and
I've been fortunate."
Brumbaugh, again, has been forlunate and has continued to keep the
tradition strong, after announcing that
All~America pitcher Sara Walters of
Pattonville High School signed a letter-of-intent to anend UM-St Louis
and play softball forthe Riverwomen.
'Tve known Sara and her family
for years," Brumbaugh said. "I've
had theopportunity to watch bergrow
up playing fast -pitch softball. She's a
very competitive player, very dedicated to the game, and she works very
hard. She'll be a great addition to our
program."
While finishing her senior year at
Pattonville, Walters has beenrecruited

by many differentDivision Ischools
including: Missouri, Bradly, .anc
South Carolina. Yet, she still decide(
..to sign with UM-St Louis lJecaus(
~'s close_to ~e, and she's inter·
ested in UM-St Louis' nursing pro
gram.
"I really like the coacl
[BnnnbaughJ ,"Walters said "He':
really nice and friendly. They alsc
have a good team."
Walters is not just a talented
teenagephenom,she'saprovenwin
nero This past fall, sheledPattonvill(
to the Missouri state championships
"It was real nerve racking befon
the game,~ Walters said. "but it wa
a great experience, one I'll neve
forget."
In addition to the title, Walter.
put together a spectacular senio
seawn. She finished with arecord 0
10-2 and a 0.15 earned run average
She allowed only two earned run
the whole season. She struckout m
batters and walked just 32 in 91 in
nings pitched.
"She's an outstanding pitchel
said Pattonville head coach ~1arl
Hahn. "She's capable of shutting ou

see Walters, page ~

Soccer players score big with conference award
Rick named second-team All-American

Burton, Madden shine

resmfaced this year with six teams
competing in soccer.
Rick had a excellent season as he
The University of Missouri St. led the team with 17 goals to go along
Louis men's socCer progmm placed with seven assist He was named the
five players on the first team of the most valuable player of the !v1IAA, was
conference awards. They also placed a unanimous choice for the all- conference team, and made the NCAA
one on the second team.
The Rivennen finished with a Division II All-Midwest team. The firecord of 10-4-4 and missed the tour- nal award to cap a year of success was
nament, yet they placed mare members being selected to the All-American
on the first team than conference win- squad second team.
"Todd was our key player," said
ner Northeast Missouri State and diviRedmond.
''When he touches the ball
sion power Missouri Southern.
things
happen."
"When you place six on the allLynn completely dominated in
conference team it shows bow much
respect our opponents had for us," said goal, he was forth in the Diyision II
with a 0.78 goals against average and
head coach Tom Redmond.
The five players that were chosen also had nine shutouts. Lynn moved his
to the first team were: Todd Rick, Mark way up to third in career shutouts,
Lynn, Kurt Bruenning, Kevin Smith, which was a major reason for hiS seand Ken Henry. Greg Crawford was lection to the All-Midwest team.
"It was a honor to be selected along
the only member on the second team.
with
several of my teammates," said
The Mid-America Intercollegiate
Lynn.
"I worked really hard coming
Athletics Association had not given
into
the
season. It was a bright spot to
out awards since 1989, when the league
dropped soccer due to other schools be selected after the let down of not
lacking soccer programs. The league being selected to tournament"

by Ken Dunkin
associate sports editor

by Ken Dunkin
assistant sports editor

Two UM-St Louis Riverwomen
soccer players were voted onto the
Umbro All-Mideast Region second
team.

Todd Rick
Bruerming put together a very solid
season, he finished with six goals and
four assists. He was eighth in theMIAA
in points with 16.
Henry put together a very solid
season, although the stats don't reflect
it He was the best defender on the team
and will improve, as he was only a
freslunan.

see A wards, page 8

Jenni Burton and Tammi Madden
were votedonto the team by the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America. They looked at their stats, the
overall output against quality teams,
and how well they played.
"Both deserved to be on the first
team," saig head coach Ken Hudson.
'There were a few others that deserved
to be on there."
Although theRiverwomen got two
players on the team Hudson has a
problem with the way the Coaches
vote.

"I don't like the way the National
does its regional teams," he said. "Our
players were compared with players on
teams that we never played. It's a unfair comparison."
Burton had a phenomenal year, she
scored a school record 22 goals break-

Jenn; Burton
ing the record she set last year 0
She also tallied up four assist ani
game-winning goals. In addition, ~
on a pace to break the school recor
goalsinacareer,shehas42. There
is 48, with her hot foot, look fo
record to fall early next season.
"She was our go-to playerwhe
needed a goal," said Hudson. "JeI

see Umbra, pag
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reak from page 7
points.
Six of the Rivennen were in double
ts in the rout They were led by
comer Eric Lytle who led with 31
Its. Lytle, a transfer from UMsas City, had to sit out the first
ester. In addition to the 31 points,
e grabbed 6 boards and shot 64
ent from the floor.
"Eric Lytle is a good player, and he
ling to be a big help for us this year,
'Ie is not going to average 31 points
game," said Meckfessel. "He is a
j scorer and rebounder. Unfortu\y during the first pm::tice after the

'e have the chance
be a good team,
It it is a long
'a s on and we have
'me improving to

.. '

-Riverman head
coach Rich
Meckfesse!,
day. he pulled a groin muscle. He is
g asset and a big addition to our
11."

Lytle missed three practices due to
pull and he was suited up for the
:erence battles last week
The team went to Emporia State
the first conference game of the
on, which is difficult because it
on the road. They then went to
:hbum for their second conference

Awards from page 7
game in three days.
"We start off our conference
schedule on the road and it is going to
be rough," said Jim Robinson, two
days before the Emporia game.
The Rivermen had no trouble disposing of Emporia, the final score was
88-76. The game was the firsl conference victory and the first of several
difficult road battles. This win was a
large one because last season they didn't
win their first road confernce game till
the last game of the year.
The overall scoring was very well
rounded as five players scored in double
digits. Robinson Jed the team with 19,
with Bickel chipping in 16. Rodney
Hawthorne had 15, Lawndale Thomas
had13 .Lytle made his second effort for
the Rivermen a good one as he scored
12 points.
"Washburn has won the conference the last two years," said
Meckfessel. They have been a national
power during those years. Emporia has
gotten off to a slow start, but they are
going to be hyped up for their first
home conference game."
The Rivennen had a very tough
game against the defending coference
champs. The game was nev close as
they lost lost 106-78 The entire team
only scored 26 points in the first half,
which isn't suprising as Washburn has
a 23 game home court winning streak.
Mark Lash had a team high 17. His
pinpoint three-point shooting was the
highlight for the team, as he hit all four
of his shots.
Marcus Albert kept up his high
scoring tradition as he finished seceond
in scoring with 12 points.
The Rivennen record fell to 7-5,

they will travel to Southwest Baptist
Tuesday to see if they can improve on
their 1-1 conference record.
Several pla~rs have played well
through the Emporia game. Coach
Meckfessel said Robinson has been a
solid player, he hasaveraged 12.3 points
per game and a team high 39 percent
three-point range.
Bickel has beenvery strong defensively in the last five games. He has
been the leading rebounder in all five,
and he had as many ~ 13 rebotmds
twice pulling down 11. All this to go
with a 12.6 scoring average makes him
a player to watch out for later in the
season.
"Eric Bickel has surprised us a
little," said Meckfessel. He has scored
andrebotmded better than weexpected."
All the players who are playing
have played well in spots. Robinson,
Lash, and Bickel have been the most
consistent"
Seni~r guard MarcuS Albert has
also been playing well. He is averaging
15.8 points-a-game and has drained a
terrific 91 percent of his free throws.
They have played well as a team,
yet Meckfessel points out there is still
room for improvement
"We're not shooting the ball very
well," he said. "We have got a few
players that we think are very good
three-point shooters. J would like to see
us shoot the ball better, and we need to
do better defensively."
With 16 games left on the schedule
every game is crucial. And with time
things will will work out for the best
"We have the chance to be a good
team," Meckfesselsaid. "Butitisalong
season and we have some improvmg to
do."

• FREE TEST, with imtu ediate results detects
pregnancy' 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDIATE practical assistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential

After Hours Call: 1-800-550-4900

·We Care

"Anytime You have a ~
make the first lea1n, yoo. know you
naVe a good player," said Redmond.
"He marlcedthe .other teains top
player, and he did a very good job
whiledQmgit..

SmitJl Wa$ second on the team with
ei~t goals, 'and liad four assists. Be
tallied 20 points wlrich wa,sgood for
sccon9 in the MIAA. His teammate

national tQumameJlt f<Jr ne~t year,
Redmond doesn't ~t ID<it to truUce "
the players give ,anyming less on the ,

Rick finished first.
Many players ar:e looking to the

e~tatioos ,ootbetearn,"ne$8id. "I ,

field.

, "I don'tWCeto,putdiosetype of '
just _everyone
to gi'le it tbeir all;" :
.
.

Slump from page 7
perfect timing.
second half.
said, "especially on the boards."
But just when things seemed to be
"We didn't execute," Coen said.
Stubblefield is among the MIAA
looking good for the Riverwomen , that ''We seemed to be confused, and we leaders in five categories. She's sixth in
black cloud that has been looming over turned the ball over too many times."
scoring (20.4), fifth in rebounding (9.6),
the team since the beginning of trainTurner was glad to be back in ac- third in field goal percentage (62.3).
ing camp, darkened their hopes.
tion
third in free throw percentage (81.1);
Just one day' before the
"I was getting tired of sitting a and third in blocked shots (3.13).
Riverwomen's contest against Franklin watching everyone else play," Turner
''I'm feeling pretty good,"
College, guard DJ. Martin suffered a said. "It feels a lot better to be able to go Stubblefield said.
severe ankle injury. She strained some out their and play rather than just playSatterfield has continued to domiligaments in her ankle and isn't ex- ing defense in practice.
nate from the3-pointline. She leads all
pected back until the end of the month.
Because of the Riverwomen start- NCAA Division IT players in 3-point
"I think that it would be extremely ing to feel fatigued with six players on field goals made per game with 5.l.
optimistic to say the 14th," said head the roster, once they start to fall behind
She is 46-141 from the!hree point
coach Jim Coen. '1 think were looking it becomes harder for them to make a line and is on a pace to break her own
more to the 21 st or 28th. "
come back.
school and MIAA conference records
So, until then, the Riverwomenare
"Because of our situation we can't which she set last season at 78,
back down to six players on the bench, press," COen said. "So we're going to
"She's doing a very good job,"
and the players are continuing to feel have a difficult time picking out a big Coen said. "She's working very hard.
tired.
deficit We can still win a game when She'll probably lead to conference.and
"It's kind of funny," said guard we're down, but when we're down by close to leading the nation in 3-pointers
Laura Satterfield. "You've never had 12 points towards the end of the game, made. She's just a great shooter."
to say that the whole teams going to the we just don't have enough gas in the
The Riverwomen now have a
trainer because it's usually 11 or 12 tank to put on the pressure."
record of 5-6 overall and have started ,
players, but we've got six players and
After the loss to Franklin, the off the conference 0.:2.
everybody has to go and get taped for Riverwomen, low on gas, went on the
"We're strugglingrightnow," Coen
practice. Peoples' knees are starting to road for their first conference game said. "We just haven't played the way
hurt It's really starting to wear on our against Emporia State Jan. 5.
we're capable of playing." ,
bodies."
They continued to struggle and lost
"She's [Martin] such a versatile 90-66. Nicole Christ led the
player," said center AngieStubblefield. Riverwomen in scoring with 18 points.
Walters from
7
"S he can play any position out there,so Angie Stubblefield added 12 wints.
with being out, it's really hurt us a lot"
almoSt anybody every ti!:ne she
Stubblefield led the Riverwomen
Even though the Riverwomen were in scoring, with 26 points, but it wasn't
goes out on the mound. She's a
feeling down because of the injury to enough to beat the Washburn Lady
and bas a lot of
I great competitor
•
Martin, they were still glad to see Turner Blues Jan. 7.
ability."
make her Riverwomen debut against
The Riverwomen dropped their
Walterswasanall..:smtecooice
Franklin.
second conference game by a score of
asajuniarand wasrecentlynarned-'
"We were all'excited to see Jade 75-61.
playing," Satterfield said. "s he's going
to the FastPitch World AllEven though the Riverwomen lost,
to keep on getting better with every they showed some life in the second
America Team.
game."
half. After trailing by 23 points at
Ifeverything goesasplanned.
Turner scored 15 poin ts in her first halftime, the Riverwomen out.scored
and
Walters' application .is acgame, but it wasn't enough to beat the Lady Blues in the second half 46 to
cepted by the University., the
Franklin as they lost 85-66. At half- 37.
Riverwomen
may 'have landed a •
time, the Riverwomen were only trailStubblefield has been a scoring
ing 33-32, but then fell apart in the machine for the Riverwomen. She has
franchise p1aye tatting 1h
given the Riverwomen a strong insIde
1996 season.
game which even helps out theiralready
'TtihinksbejUSl made UMSL
deadly perimeter game.
'pretty good;" Hahn said.
"Angie's doing a great job," Coen
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RECREATIONAL S P ORTS

file photo
Rlverwoman mldflelder Tamm l Madden attempts to block the ball In
a game against Metropolitan State last season. As a freshman,
Madden was second on the team In scoring with 27 pOints.

Semester break in review

HELP-WANTED

Dec. 7

Basketball (men):
I..ost tp Qt,lincy66"73
Basketball (women):
Beat Hariis~Stowe 96c 49
Dec. 10
Basketball (men):
Lost ,to Wash: U. 72-84
Basketpall (women):
B.eat Wash. U. 63-57

Koffee Klatch Attendant
to seNe & maintain coffee, cookies &
condiments + maintain the storage area
Hours: Mon. -Thur. 4-9 p.m.
Call Julie Earhart @ 553-5161
for more information

Swimming

LosttoSLU 48-44

Dec. 17
Basketball {men}:
.Beat SlUE 92-69
Basketball (women):
Lost to SlUE 73-88
Dec. 22
Basketball (men):
Beat Sanford-Brown

130-:61
Dec. 29
Basketball (womeri)
Lost to Franklin 66-85 ·

Lost Ie> Western III. 51-45
Conference games not included

Grilled Sourdough Burger,
Reg.Fries* and Reg. Soft Drink

AM I PREGNANT?

CfD

*Seasoned Curly Fries extra. Served
after 10:30 a.m. Valid through Jan. 31,

1995 at the Natural Bridge
location only.
Please present coupon
when ordering. One
coupon per customer.
One offer per coupon.
Not valid In combination
wft.h..aA~.-

.

our fInisher, we look to her when we
need a goal."
Burton also earned the respect of
her fellow award winner.
"Jenni played good all the time,"
said Madden. "I don't think she had a
bad game all year."
Madden played a key role with the
11-8-1 team, which could be surprising
to some because she is only a freshman.
She finished with nine goals and nine
assists for 27 points.
"I knew she was a talented player
when she came in this season," said
Hudson. "She played predominantly
sweeper in her high school career. I
fIgured she would play moreofaoffensive role with us. She scored some real
important goals for us. In the SIUEdwardsville game she scored two
goals in our 3-2 victory."

The switch from sweeper to midfielder could be a battIe for many, but
for Madden it was a welcome change.
"I hilted playing sweeper," said
Madden. "I feel that I improved as the
season moved on."
Looking towards next season
Hudson is expecting the most out of his
top goal scorer.
"Jenni is a leader on the team," he
said. "Next season she will play the
samerole,Idon'tseeanyonetakingher
spot."
Hudson's expectations are also very
high for Madden.
"I'm really looking forward to
coaching her for three more seasons,"
he said. "She'll get more chances offensively at the offensive mid-fielder
position."

FlND OUT FOR SURE.
CRISIS
. FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results

PREGNANCY . Completely confidential
CENTER
. Call or walk in

725-3150

447-6477

831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.
(St Louis)

2352HWY94

3347 N. HWY 67

510 Baxter Rd.

CSt. Charles)

(Florissant)

(Ballwin)

24-Hour Phone Service

QUANl1JM TECHNOWGIES
INCORPORATED

Unsurpassed Expertise

Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

Responsive to Your Needs

349-6600
Post Warranty: HP·Apple·QMS·Brother
Warrapty Center: Canon

~---------------------~
Only $2,309. Or about $41. a month. t

61001608/250 with CD-ROM Macint.()sh· Color
Display, AppleDesigrt Keyboard and mouse.

Only $2,508. Or about $49. a month. t

. Before you need to make a .
single payment, Mercury will
. . have orbited the sun, your
New Years resolutions will .
have been broken and the love
of your life will have come and
gone at least three times.

Macintosh" Perfonna"
6115 8/350 wi1b CD-ROil!, Multiple Scan 15 Display,

AppleDesign Keyboard and mouse.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER:
. Only $1,703. Or about $33. a monfh.t

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh: we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need - time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
I.
power every student needs. The power to be your bese

Apple.

For further information visit the Computer Store
Located in the University Center Lobby or call 553-6054
Hours: Mon-Thur: 10-6
Macintosh' Performa"

62 681250 with CD ROM Apple" Color Plus 14'
'J
-.
.
IAsplay. AppleDesigrr Keyboard and mouse.
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Back to School
Speci
10% Off
Notebooks, Wr iting
Instruments, Binders &
Greeting Cards

EXTENDED BACK TO SCHOOL HOURS-

Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday (Jan. 14 only) 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. ____~

-

.

Regular Hours begin 2nd Week of Classes
Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday CLOSED
Call Us at 553-5760
Returns and Refund Policy:
Textbooks

Required and recommended books may be returned for full refund when:
1) Returned prior to the end of the SECOND WEE K of classes;
2) Accompanied by a sales receipt;
3) Returned in same condition as purchased ;
4) Price stickers are not removed. .
Special Orders, Magazines, Newspapers

Non-returnable
Study Guides, All Books Other Than Text

1) If returned within 10 working days of purchase;
2) Accompanied by sales receipt;
3 ELECTRON ICS-30 day return policy, with receipt for defectives in
store. After 30 days the warranty is with the Manufacturer.
Note: Defective items may be returned anytime. Defects must be
those not associated with wear and tear, or misuse.
A Register Receipt is always required.
If students utilizing the new charge system need to return books or
merchandise, cash will not be given-the amount will be deducted
from the student's account
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